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The Ancient Egyptians with their belief in the afterlife left detailed 
representations of their way of life in the various contemporary inscriptions 
and pictograms left in their tombs and temples. A tour of the various sites 

in Egypt will allow for a visual resume of various aspects of life in 
Ancient Egypt ranging from daily activities to leisure. There are in 

addition, several aspects related to health and medicine 

Bearing children is an essential sine qua non for the 
continuation of the community. This important requisite 
resulted in the development of protective deities such as 
Bes and Thouris. There was also an attempt to understand 
and manage the reproductive process. 

An intriguing relief in the Barque Chamber at Luxor 
Temple dedicated to the Theban Triad of Amon, Mut 
and Chons shows the pharaoh collecting the 'essence 
of life' from the ithyphallic fertiliity deity Amon-Ra, 
creator of the universe. The subsequent relief in the 
series shows the pharaoh presenting his offering to the 
diety. This latter relief depicts the deity with an erect 
phallus exuding sperm. A close-up view of this relief 
identifies a spermatozoon-like structure in relation to 
the semen flow. The availability of magnification to 
the Egyptians is not surprising in the light of the 
discovery of a number of lenses dated to the 3rd century 
BC. One such crystal lens, discovered in Karanis, Egypt 
between 1924 and 1929, is kept ill the Cairo Egyptian 
Museum. The fine grinding of rock crystal to produce 
lenses in Egypt however dates significantly earlier to 
the IV Dynasty (3rd millennium BC) as evidenced by 
the numerous ground rock-crystal eyes found in statutes 
dated to that period. These include the inlaid eyes found 
in the Nofret statute from Maydun and the seated scribe 
statute from Saqqara, both in the Cairo Museum. These 
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Bes edifgy in Cairo 
Museum 

Taweret edifgyin Cairo 
Museum 

Mammisi or birth houses were annexed to temples, 
but these served to request divine help by pregnant 
women rather than being a birthing place . Deity 
protectors of the parturient woman were Taweret and 
Bes. Taweret was depicted with the head of a 
hippopotamus, the legs and arms of a lion, the tail of 
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a crocodile, human breast , and 
a swollen belly. She was often 
depicted holding the Sa amulet 
symbolizing protection. Bes wa 
depicted as a dwarf with ugly 
features. The appearance was 
meant to frighten off any spirits 
that might be harmful to the child. 

Mothers were encouraged to 
breastfeed their infants for three 
years "Nothing is more lawful than 
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There can be no doubt that 
ancient, like modern human 
society was affected with all 
forms of congenital anomalies. 
These included lethal 
abnormalit es such as the spina 
bifida affecting one of the 
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